Vineyard Supplies

www.grangettos.com

ESCONDIDO
1105 W. Mission Ave
760.745.4671

FALLBROOK
530 E. Alvarado St.
760.728.6127

VALLEY CENTER
29219 Iuba Rd.
760.749.1828

ENCINITAS
189 S. Rancho Santa Fe
760.944.5777

IRRIGATION
DRIPLOK CLIPS, CLIP-IT IRRIGATION, VINE CURLS, FITTINGS, VALVES, PIPE & GLUE

Netafim® Dripperline
Pressure compensating, efficient, short flow path resists clogging. Dripper spacing from 12" - 60"

Netafim® Filter
Manual or automatic disc filters, automatic screen filters.

Netafim® PC Dripper
Pressure compensated, 100% uniformity of water & nutrient distribution. Can be positioned where needed.

Poly Hose
All hose and tubing is fabricated from premium polyethylene resin, specially formulated to resist cracking and kinking, and to ensure longterm reliability.

Dosatron Injector
Water powered unit reduces energy costs. Compensates for flow & pressure changes. Simple to use and maintain. Easy to adjust which allows for flexible dosage rates. Also available - Mobile Cart and Tank for use on different sites.

Mazzei Injectors
Percisely engineered for high-performance. Easy to install, uniform chemical injection, available in polypropylene or PVDF

SPRAYSERS
Hand Held Sprayer
Lightweight battery-powered sprayer provides precise, low drift coverage.

Echo® 4 Gal Backpack Sprayer
Ideal for applications of agrichemical, liquid fertilizer and other solutions. Diaphragm Style

Schaben® 12 Volt ATV
15 or 25 Gallon
15 or 25 gallon poly tank with handgun kit. 1.8 GPM Shurflo Pump. Bypass kit with pressure gauge. 8' electrical cord with battery clip.

CHEMICALS

FUNGICIDES
Flint
Sulfur DF
Rally
Rubigan
Kocide 2000
Pristine
Stylet Oil
Quintec
Lime-Sulfur
Kailigreen

INSECTICIDES
Admire
Assail
Pyganic
Surround
Stylet Oil
Nuprid Pro
Merit 2F

HERBICIDES
Roundup
Barricade
Princep
Goal 2XL
Honcho

CONVENTIONAL & ORGANIC

DRY, LIQUID, BULK, CUSTOM BLENDS, ORGANIC & FOLIAR

FERTILIZERS

ROOTING HORMONES

Plant Success Granular
Plant Success containing mycorrhizal fungi that colonize roots and extend into the surrounding soil & increase the root’s ability to absorb water, nutrients, and

Plant Success Root Dip Gel
Root dip gel also contains root biostimulants and water holding gel that are very useful in getting root growth started and plants established.

Not all products are listed. Just ask us if you don’t see something on this list.
PRUNING/HARVESTING TOOLS
HAND PRUNERS
LOPPERS
SAWS
REPLACEMENT PARTS, BLADES, SHARPENERS, OIL AND MORE

GROW TUBES
VinLok
Vine Tubes
Milk Carton

TRAINING STAKES
Available in Wood, Bamboo

WOOD END POSTS
8 FT
10 FT

CENTER POSTS & STAKES
8’ Crimped Edge
T-Posts
8’ Wood Center Post

ANCHORS
- Earth Anchors
4”x30” & 6”x36”

VINEYARD WIRE
- Spinning Jenny
- Galvanized High Tensile Strength, 100LB Coil, 12.5 or 14 gauge

FASTENERS
- Wire-Vise
- Gripple Joiners
- In-line Wire Tightner

VINE/TYING SUPPLIES
Prothec Pliers
Automatically tie & cut at the same time.
Prothec System Ties
- Biodegradable - 6 months to 3 years
- Reliable: Different strengths for different uses
- Protects and secures the plant
Tapener Gun
- 4x faster than hand tying
- Light squeeze & release handle
- For use with Tie Tape

Not all products are listed. Just ask us if you don’t see something on this list.